Confirm compliance to CPR in the UK

Leverage our expertise to understand market access for cables under the UK Construction Products Regulation

Construction Products Regulation (CPR) includes power, telecommunications, data and control cables manufactured for or imported into the United Kingdom (UK) to be permanently installed in buildings and civil engineering works.

Since CPR for cables became mandatory in the EU on July 1, 2017, UL Solutions has been extensively involved in every aspect of cable testing and has secured its Notified Body (NB) status under the CPR for cables. UL Solutions is positioned as a leading NB of choice for CPR, which calls for mandatory regulatory testing in the UK starting Jan. 1, 2025. As a UK Conformity Assessment Body (UKCAB), UL Solutions is also able to provide UKCA marking evaluation services.

UL Solutions can provide factory and market surveillance and safety certifications for wire and cable.

Our certification services can help you bring products to market quickly with short turnaround times and industry-leading wire and cable expertise with:

- Seamless local support for UK market access for cables
- Globally recognized UL Mark to help build trust and confidence in your product
- UK conformity marking (UKCA) assessment for certified cables

Cables that are tested and certified through UL Solutions are eligible to be listed in the UL Product iQ® database, providing product information to thousands of unique visitors daily.

Learn more or speak with our wire and cable experts: UL.com/services/cpr-evaluation-services-cables